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At a time that we all have access to
book our own travel, why use a travel
agent like myself?

In a few words, my expertise,
guidance, honesty, support and
personal friendly service that I offer.
I genuinely enjoy creating holidays
and experiences for people. I love the
research, the planning and most of
all sending people away on their
dream trip.

Our World | Your Way

Read on for more on 
why to explore with me/

~ inspired by experience
~ handled without hassle 
~ curated with honesty 



When you work
with me, 

Of course there are places I
have still not been to but there
is a good chance I know about
them and what to do there. I
have now turned my love of
travel into my own business so
I can pass on my knowledge
and passion to all of my clients.

Planning holidays can be stressful
and time consuming, when you
work with me I take all that away,
all you have to do is pack your bags
and be ready to go. I have access
to a wide variety of suppliers and
partners where I can search for the
right deal that is unique for you.

travel becomes
stress free...



Why book with me?

Feel inspired. Be adventurous.

I do not charge a booking
fee as my commission is
built in with the suppliers I
use, so this means that there
is no fee to use my services. I
am fully trained and am
ABTA and ATOL qualified.

With my wealth of
knowledge I can provide you
with inspiration on where to
go and also take away the
pain of more complex trips
such as group travel, multi
trips, connecting flights and
so on.



Travel is not about the big
price tag, it’s about taking
a trip that is relevant for
what you, your friends or
family want to do. This is
where I can tailor your
needs to your budget be it
a once in a lifetime trip, an
overnight staycation, a first
time safari or a European
mini break.

Whatever your travel plans,
if you would like to have an
informal chat to hear how I
can help or if you already
have an idea and are
planning it then please get
in touch.

I am fully trained and am ABTA
and ATOL qualified under ABTA
number P7384.

So why wait? 
Start exploring with me, hassle free/
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Contact Details
Nina Price Travel

Let's get planning.

www.ninapricetravel.co.uk
info@ninapricetravel.co.uk
+44 7896 019427
@ninapricetravel


